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I Editorial 
Hale Bopp What's 

actually happening? 

Comet or Other? 
Never before has a comet 
inspired the imagination of 
so many people as Hale 
Bopp has in the last couple 
of years. Some people 
claim that it is not really a 
comet after all, but a huge 
extraterrestrial mother 
ship, whilst others claim 
that it is the return of the 
lost planet Nibiru. All the 
time, rational scientists are 
getting exasperated with 
all the fantastic claims over 
what they report is just a 
routine comet. However, 
like most things that are 
exaggerated, I believe 
there is no smoke without 
frre, so I have carried out 
my own detailed research 
on Hale Bopp and what 
will really happen during 
the next few months, as it 
passes through the inner 
Solar system (see fig.l, 
overleaf for plotted route 
through the Solar System). 

Course corrections? 
Hale Bopp has a very long 
period (the time it takes to 
complete one orbit) - in the 
order of 3200 years and 
has passed through our 
Solar System in the past. 
However, it seems to have 
been affected by it's flight 
through our Solar System -
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Hole Bopp I 
some would even argue 
that it has made course 

corrections. When it 
entered the Solar System 
it's orbital period was 
4200 years. However. 
astronomers predict that 
when it leaves the Solar 
System it's period will be 
just 2 3  79 years - quite a 
substantial change by any 
calculation. 

When was it last here? 
This yields an average 
orbit period of 3 289Ih 
years. If this figure ts 
accurate it means that 
Hale Bopp was last 
passing through our Solar 
System in roughly 1295 
BC - about the time of the 
Israelites exodus from 
Egypt. Of course, we can't 
really average out the 
orbit in this fashion 
because it may be slowed 
down or accelerated on it's 
path by the gravitational 
effect of other space 
objects. It has none-the
less given conspiracy 
theorists and scientists 
alike something to think 
about. 

Because the orbits of most 
comets are calculated by 
using mathematical 
formulae, they are subject 
to minor alterations as the 
movement of the comet is 
physically viewed. and 
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plotted, through actual astronomical 
observation. 

Hale and Bopp 
The comet was discovered by Alan Hale 
of New Mexico and Thomas Bopp of 
Arizona on July 23rd 1995 and officially 
named Hale Bopp (C/1995 01). 
Although Alan Hale is one of the world's 
foremost comet observers, having seen 
about 200 comets, this is the first actual 
discovery for both men. 

No threat to the Earth 
Although various rumours have been 
circulating regarding the comet's path, it 
will not collide with the Earth, or even 
come close to it (unless it makes a 
dramatic course change). The comet 
makes it's closest pass of the Earth on 
March 23rd 1997, when it will be 
approximately 120 million miles from 
Earth - further than the 93 million miles 
from the Earth to the Sun. The comet 
does actually come closer to the Sun 
than the Earth's orbit although it will not 
pose a threat, for as this occurs the Earth 
is moving away from the path of the 
comet. Hale Bopp will reach it's closest 
point to the Sun on April 1st 1997, when 
it will be about 85 million miles from 
the Sun. It is also not the first comet to 
come this close to the Sun. Comet lkeya
Seki literally skimmed the surface of the 
Sun in 1965 and others have even 
crashed into the Sun. 

The Orbit of Hale Bopp 
As the comet's orbit is inclined virtually 
90 degrees from the ecliptic (which is 
the plane of our Solar System in which 
the planets orbit), it will appear to come 
up from the south, go over the top of 
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the Sun and then disappear down to the 
north. This means that the best view of 
the comet will be from the Southern 
Hemisphere. However, as the comet gets 
brighter it will become easily visible 
from Northern latitudes. 

How big is it really? 
Another matter which is causing a hot 
debate concerns the actual size of Hale 
Bopp. As comets consist of a nucleus 
surrounded by a dust and gas cloud 
which form the visible 'tail', we can't see 
the actual nucleus. Some comets range 
from a few miles in diameter to over 100 
miles in diameter. Recent observations 
of the amount of material generated by 
Hale Bopp approximate it's nucleus 
diameter as roughly 25 miles across - an 
average size comet. For comparison. 
Halley's comet (which we did manage to 
view the nucleus via spacecraft 
observations) is a sort of potato shape 
around 5 miles by 10 miles wide. 

Easily Visible 
Comet Hale Bopp will get much brighter 
as it travels towards the Sun during the 
spring of 1997. The maximum 
brightness Hale Bopp will obtain as it 
passes the Sun is currently predicted at 
magnitude -1, which is slightly fainter 
than Sirius, the brightest star in the sky. 
This should make it easily visible to the 
naked eye. At present (Dec 96/Jan 97) 
Hale Bopp is within 38 degrees of the 
Sun, which will make it difficult to view 
with the naked eye. This is also te reason 
NASA give for not pointing the Hubble 
Space Telescope at Hale Bopp - to avoid 
danger from sunlight. However, from 
February 1997 through March 1997, it 
should reach 0 magnitude and brighter 
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and be relatively easy to find in the sky. 
From late March to April 1997 it will be 
at it's best and will be in the northwest 
after sunset. The best dates for observing 
should be between March 26th and April 
12th. Depending upon the latitude you 
are observing from, the elevation in the 
sky should be between the horizon and 
approx. 30 degrees, towards the 
Northwest. 

1997 Visibility 
It will start fading from view towards the 
end of April as the Moon and Sun start 
interfering. However experienced 
viewers should still be able to see it until 
October-December 1997, when it is lost 
from naked eye visibility. It may also be 
visible during the total solar eclipse that 
runs through Mongolia and eastern 
Siberia on March 9th 1997. 

Mixed Information 
Most of the information I've managed to 
glean for this article has come from a 
variety of sources, including computer 
CD Roms, The Internet and Astronomy 
magazines. However, there does seem to 
have been virtually a media blackout 
from the scientific community. Even the 
Rubble Space Telescope seems to be 
preoccupied taking 
photographs of other things 
(althbugh NASA have 
stated that it is currently too 
close to the Sun to point 
Rubble at). T he last 
available photo from the 
HST was dated October 
1995 also a few photos have 
become available since. In 
fact, lots more information 
was available on Hale Bopp 

during the early months. From about 
July 1996, the information available has 
become very sketchy. It's almost as if 
someone 'pulled the plug'. 

Major Publicity, Not! 
As most astronomical institutions and 
universities, and even NASA, are trying 
to get every penny of funding, and 

promote their facilities it seems a 
reasonable assumption that someone 
would set up a weekly, or even monthly, 
Hale Bopp observation column in a 
newspaper or magazine - yet no one 
seems to be interested. Most major sites 
on the Internet are still showing 
photographs from July 1996 - although 
just recently (Feb 1997) the official Hale 
Bopp site, run by Russell Sipe has put 
some more images up. If Hale Bopp is a 
100 million miles closer, why aren't 
there any better, higher resolution. 
images available? 

The Coverup Begins? 
One, speculative, reason for this could 
be that NASA have viewed something 
they don't want the public to know about 
until they have analysed it themselves. 
One such 'object' was reported during 
mid November by amateur astronomer 

Fig.2 Chuck Shramek's controversia 
photowaph, showing the companion 
o�ect (above right of comet). 

Chuck Shramek from Houston, USA. He 
reported viewing a giant object near 
Hale Bopp, apparently the size of 
Saturn! (fig.2) Understandably, · this 
announcement caused a huge 
commotion on the Internet when it was 
first announced, with many astronomers 
merely dismissing the object as a distant 
star which happened to be in the same 
field of view as Hale Bopp when viewed 
through Chuck's telescope. 

How Open-Minded can you get? 
Many open-minded UFO believers 
started to claim that this huge object was 
in fact an enormous 'mother ship' 
accompanying Hale Bopp, or that Hale 
Bopp wasn't a comet after all but the 
return of the tenth planet Nibiru, as 
predicted by ancient texts. 

The Official Line 
Russell Sipe, publisher of Hale Bopp 
magazine, was the first to state that the 
object was perfectly innocuous and was 
not an alien spacecraft. According to 
Sipe, Chuck's photograph showed Hale 
Bopp passing close to a bright star which 
caused 'diffraction spikes' to appear on 
photographs taken with a telescope using 
a secondary mirror system. The 
secondary mirror system is suspended in 
the upper tube assembly of the telescope 
of one or more metal vanes. This 
arrangement is commonly referred to as 
a spider. Consulting a computer star 
mapping program (Sky 4.0), Russell 
even identified the 'object' as the 8th 
magnitude star SAO 41894 which has 
sprouted the typical diffraction pattern 
inherent to astrophotography when 
conditions are right. 
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Chuck defends himself 
However. Chuck Shramek was quick to 
defend his photo by stating that his 
telescope was a Meade LX- 200 and has 
no such structure holding a secondary 
mirror. He also argued that he had 
identified all the stars in his image by 
their GSC numbers. 

Alan Hale joins the discussion 
All the arguing on the Internet was 
enough to gain the comments of Alan 
Hale, the eo-discoverer of the comet. 

who commented "I've been following on 

the comet on a pretty regular basis, and 

I have not noticed anything unusual 
about or around it". He was also ready 
to dismiss Chuck Shramek's evidence on 
the basis of viewing his home page by 
adding, "a check of Chuck Shramek's 

home page [on the Internet] reveals 

wntmgs full of governmental 

conspiracies and cover-ups, charges of 

lies by scientists, and numerous 

references to the works by fringe writers 

such as Richard Hoagland and Zecharia 

Sitchin." 

Questionable Evidence? 
Alan Hale then went on to describe 
Chuck's 'image' by saying. "Shramek 

does not give a scale or orientation to 

the image, but I was finally able to 

determine that the image's long axis is 

oriented roughly northwest to southeast. 

For comparison, I downloaded an image 

from the Digital Sky Survey (http:// 

stdatu. stsci.eduldssl) corresponding to 

the comet's ephemeris position for the 

time in question. This image's long axis 

is oriented north-south, with the comet's 

position in the exact center. If you rotate 

this image counter-clockwise about 45 
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degrees, and compare this to Shramek's 
image (with it oriented with the long axis 
top-down and the "object" on top), you 

will see that the bright two stars above 
the comet in Shramek's image will match 
the two brighter stars above center in 
the DSS image. Shramek's "mysterious 
object" is nothing more than the bright 

9th-magnitude star appearing in the DSS 

image. The "Saturn-like rings" are 

nothing more than a diffraction effect 

(see also the spikes from the same star in 

the DSS image), a phenomenon which 

has been known and understood for 

centuries. 

There are many ''fringe" people who are 
trying to attach apocalyptic significance 
to Comet Hale Bopp, and incidents like 
this one by Shramek are sure to increase 
as we get closer to the comet's 
perihelion. I ask readers to treat all 
these irresponsible reports with the 

disdain they deserve, and instead enjoy 

the beauty of the comet for its own 

sake." 

A 'background' star? 
Hale was thus verifying the earlier 
statement by Russell Sipe that the 

anomalous 'companion object' was no 
more than the star SA041894. This now 
seems to be the official NASA comment 
on the 'companion' object. 

The plot thickens •..• 

After investigating all these claims and 
counter-claims I decided to take a look 
for myself, using Red Shift 2, a popular 
astronomy encyclopedia/database on 
computer CD Rom. Setting the date and 
location to 14th November 1996 and 
Houston (Chuck's location) I called up a 
view of the sky at the time the image 
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was taken. Low and behold SAO 4 1894 

was visible at exactly the place in the 
image. Conclusive proof of a genuine 

mistake? Some argue that this was 
merely a convenient way of debunking 

the whole affair. I have been unable to 
fmd any subsequent images showing the 
'companion object' still accompanying 

Hale Bopp at present, therefore I assume 
that this was in fact an error in 

observation. However, to add further to 
the confusion, fellow astronomer Robert 
Collins claimed to have seen what 
appeared to be the 'companion' object 
again on 11th December 1997 - which 
would rule out the same 8.5mag star, 
which by now would be in a different 
part of the sky. To quote Collins; 

"Well, saw what appeared to be the object 

tonight {11th Dec] from 6 to 6:30PM MST: 

It stuck close to the back outer Coma of Hale 

Bopp for the 30 mins I watched it. It on 

occasion twinkled and disappeared only to 

reappear in the same position relative to the 

comet. Comet got too close to the horizon so 

I had to quit. Now, if it was easy for me 

anybody should be able to observe this 

Comet until it fades from sight in the latter 

part of December. 

Dec 12th: 

Star like object is now just below the Comet: 

- 6PM MST: Had same relative brightness as 

last night's Dec 11th sighting except now it is 

in front. No other "stars" in vicinity that 

could account for brightness of this "object." 

Note: Both on Dec 11th and 12th 1996 the 
closest star to Hale Bopp was a 6th 

magnitude star according to the Sky & 
Telescope 1996 star map for the Comet: Both 

the Comet & Object had an estimated 
magnitude of -4 to 4.5: And, the 6th mag star 

was not close to where I saw the "Star Like 
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Object." Also, this can't be pointed at like 
Chuck Shramek's report because there was 

no CCD array to supposedly blow a 9th, 6th 
etc magnitude star into a 4th or 4.5 

magnitude object." 

Controversial Saga .... 
The thing that makes researching Hale 
Bopp so interesting is that there are so 
many controversies related to it. This is 
probably why it has become such a hotly 
debated topic. Not content with finding 

'companion' objects or 'course 

corrections', people have also discovered 

strange emissions coming from it. On 
Friday, November 29, 1996, Sky and 
Telescope News in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, USA revealed that the 
Comet Hale-Bopp was emitting "radio 
noise." This report aired later that day 
on the Art Bell Radio Show. According 
to S&T News, "in mid-November, radio 
observatories showed that each second 
the comet's nucleus was pumping out 30 

tons of water into space and another 6 
(tons) of carbon monoxide. That helps 
explain why the comet is already 
magnitude 4.5." 

Remote Viewing 
On November 30th 1996, Dr.Courtney 
Brown of the Farsight Institute released 
a colour photograph of comet Hale Bopp 
onto the Internet. He claimed the photo 

was taken on April 20th at the National 
Astronomical Observatory in Japan by 
H.Fukushima and N.Yamamoto using a 
50cm reflector telescope mounted with a 
CCD camera. This photo also showed an 
anomalous, egg-shaped object near to 
the comet - again fuelling the rumours of 
a companion object. Amidst the 
controversy, the Japanese Observatory 
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have removed the image from their 
intemet site, further fuelling conspiracy 
rumours. 

Brown and Streiber appear on Art Bell 
The previous night, Brown had teamed 
up with author and alien abductee 
Whitley Strieber for a joint interview on 
the Art Bell "Coast to Coast" radio show. 
to make an announcement that a "top 
astronomer" associated with a "top 10 
university" had definite proof that a huge 

object, thought to be a 'ship' of 

extraterrestrial origin, was trailing Hale 
Bopp. This seemed to correlate with the 
earlier claims from Chuck Shramek in 
Houston. 

More controversy over the 
'companion' object 

In fact, it was the original claim by 
Chuck which had fuelled Brown's 

interest in the comet, prompting him to 
assign three remote viewers from his 

Farsight Institute to examine Hale Bopp. 
Speaking on Art Bell's show. he was 
insistent that a second. mystery. object 
does exist. Not only was he confirming 
the existence of the object through 
remote viewing, but was also claiming 
that an internationally known 
astronomer from a top university had 
positively confirmed that the second 
object appeared to be a 'ship' under 
intelligent control. However, he refused 
to name the astronomer on the show. 
instead stating that the man was 
currently making his mind up what to 
do. Whitley Streiber then went on to 
assert his conviction that the evidence 
indicated the existence of a huge. 
intelligently controlled object 
accompanying Hale Bopp. 
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Intelligent Signals? 
Brown also stated that 'intelligent' radio 
signals were being emitted from the 
comet and it should soon be possible to 
announce the exact frequency the signals 
are being transmitted on. Brown 
believed the un-named astronomer 
would call a press conference within the 

next week or two. However, as yet, I 
have found no report of the frequency, or 

evidence that the press conference took 
place. Indeed, it now looks as if the 

photo Brown presented to the Art Bell 
show has it's own conspiracy attached 
(see separate statement by Courtney 

Brown). Enigma readers can be sure of 
hearing the latest information as it gets 
to me. 

Disappearing Photos 
Whilst researching this article I scoured 
literally hundreds of Hale Bopp 
orientated sites on the Internet, along 

with Astronomy magazines and 
computer CD Rams and a couple of 
images did catch my attention. One 
photo which I obtained from the official 

Rubble Space Telescope internet site did 

indeed appear to show a similar object to 

Chuck Shramek's. In fact I re-visited the 
site recently (13th Feb 1997) and found, 

to my surprise, that the image was no 

longer available. The plot thickens. 

Now it's up to you .... 
Whatever, the controversies, coverups, 
arguments and real facts about Hale 

F�.3 A photo token by the Hubble Space Telescope, possib� on Oct ll th 1996 (I'm not st�e l the reference on the photo is 
the dote. or not?), showing a br�ht object in the vicinity of Hole Bopp (bottom). This image is no longer available nom NASA's 
Internet site. 
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Bopp, there is one thing that is certain; If there is any thing anomalous about it, the 
whole world will be able to view it for themselves as Hale Bopp passes closest to the 
Earth during March. I'm sure I won't be alone as I look to the skies during the next 
few, exciting months. You can also read any further developments of this saga. in 
future issues, as new evidence is brought forward. 

PV (13th Feb 1997) 

Continuing the saga of Hale Bopp, the following is an official 
statement released by Dr.Courtney Brown on 20th January 1997. 

To Whom It May Concern, 

It is with both great concern and enthusiasm that I address all of you today who are 
willing to listen to me. I, and many of my colleagues here at The Farsight Institute. 
have learned a great deal these past weeks. 

Though many of you have been following the recent events surrounding the Institute, 
much of what I report below will be new to most of you. Let me explain. 

To begin with a re-cap of the events of the past weeks, in late 1996, I reported on a 

series of remote viewing sessions that were conducted here at The Farsight Institute. 

This report was made live on the Art Bell radio talk show. The substance of the 

remote viewing sessions was the apparent object that was following the comet Hale
Bopp. The remote viewing results clearly suggest that the object was artificial in 
nature, and that it was under intelligent control. The summaries of these sessions can 
be found at our Web site, http://wwwfarsight.org. The targeting of this object was a 
consequence of a photograph taken of the object (which was released on the same day 
as our remote viewing sessions) by the amateur astronomer, Chuck Shramek. To 
target the object with our remote viewing sessions, we did not use Shramek's photo. 
Rather, we used the verbal cue, "Anomalous object near Hale-Bopp comet (current 
time)." Immediately before assigning the target to our professional remote viewers, 
we at the Institute made some phone calls to professional contacts we had in the 
astronomical community to ascertain whether there indeed was any knowledge of 
such an object. We received an affirmative response from one astronomer who talked 
to our Webmaster. 

About one week after my appearance on the Art Bell show, the astronomer mentioned 

above called us and told us that he had received other information about the object. 
When asked by us, he offered to send us some photographs of the object that he had 
obtained. At the time, we felt certain that the photographs were his, or were at least 
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under his control. He also said he had other information relating to the object, 
including a recording of a radio transmission originating from the object. He did not 
offer to share this other information with us, and we did not ask for it. 

We were eager to obtain physical confirming evidence of our remote viewing 
sessions that could be seen as a form of scientific feedback. The astronomer sent us 
three rolls of film that we then developed. Two of the rolls were blank when 
developed. But the other roll had five very good astronomical photographs, unevenly 
placed along the film strip. The photos clearly showed the comet as well as the 
companion object. When the photos were sent to us, the astronomer asked us to share 
them only with our inner group, and never to associate his name with them. He also 
mentioned that he hoped to have a news conference within one week pertaining to the 
evidence that was being gathered and analyzed. 

After receiving the three undeveloped rolls of film from the astronomer, we had them 
developed. I, myself, have personally held and examined the developed film. Our 
Webmaster then scanned the images directly from the black and white negatives into 
a computer. She digitally enhanced the images by putting them through a number of 
filters. She also enlarged one of the images so as to clearly show the comet and its 
companion. 

Soon.after receiving the photographs mentioned above, Art Bell contacted me asking 
if anything could be done to help Chuck Shramek, who was under considerable attack 
from lots of people since he released his photograph of the comet and its companion. 
At frrst I did not know what to say to Art; we had already presented our remote 
viewing results, and that is all we do ... remote viewing. But I remembered the 
photographs, and I called Art again suggesting that we could do another radio show 
where we talked about the pictures, as long as we agreed not to post or distribute the 
pictures, nor to talk about the identity of the astronomer. We sent a copy of one of the 
pictures (via email) to Art Bell and Whitley Strieber. 

In the radio interview pertaining to the pictures, I and our Webmaster clearly stated 
that the evidence that we had gathered was to be considered only anecdotally by 
others until the astronomer had a chance to come forward with a formal presentation 
of his evidence. This photo was not used by The Farsight Institute in any way with 
regard to remote viewing targeting. We showed it to Mr. Bell and Mr. Strieber 
primarily to assist our radio presentation, which in turn was primarily motivated to 
help Mr. Shramek. The photo was never intended to offer "solid physical proof' of 
the existence of the object. It was, minimally, another picture of the comet and its 
companion, and it reflected our efforts to try to obtain physical confrrmation of our 
remote viewing results. 
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Following this radio broadcast, a huge public interest in the "mystery astronomer'' 
developed, in large part stoked by comments that continued to be made on the radio 
about the picture. Finally, Art Bell announced that he would post the picture that was 
sent to him by us on his Web site. He did this, despite my strong objections. in mid 
January. Approximately 24 hours later, Mr. Bell called me and informed me that the 
photo that we had sent him was a fraud. He said that the picture was found (without 
the Hale-Bopp companion) on a Web site run by the University of Hawaii. An 
astronomer at that university apparently sent Mr. Bell a letter stating that he took the 
photo, and that it was later digitally modified to add the companion. The overall 
implication was that we had taken the Web image from the Hawaiian Web site and 
created a fraudulent image of the companion. 

When I heard about this, I realized that I had made a very crucial error. I knew that we 
had an authentic astronomical image that was not stolen from the Hawaiian Web site. 
(Remember, I have held the negatives from which our image was obtained.) 
Moreover, I do not now, nor have I ever argued that the Hawaiian image is contrived. 
or that anyone at the University was knowingly involved in an effort to discredit me or 
The Farsight Institute. Moreover, we have absolutely no evidence to suggest that the 
astronomer who gave us the original images knowingly assisted the attempt to attack 
us. Also, even if the images provided to us were doctored, this does not mean that our 
astronomer contact knew of this. It would be positively immoral to disclose this 
astronomer's identity if he himself were duped. 

Those who have attacked us have resources that extend beyond those of any university 
or professor. Yes, there are questions. But I do not have the resources to answer these 
questions in a way that will be meaningful to the public and the larger mission of The 
Farsight Institute. We were fed an image that someone knew would be attacked if ever 
released. That much we do know. 

But the mistake that I made was in trying to combat a wide-scale and highly organized 
disinformation campaign using only physical evidence (e.g., a photo). The result was 
that I walked right into a trap. I am glad, in retrospect, to have done so, for I have re 
learned a great deal about what we need to be doing, and what we should not be 
doing, at The Farsight Institute. Moreover, this lesson has relevance to all interested 
individuals and groups across this entire planet. 

Disinformation campaigns are not unusual in the area of extraterrestrial life. There are 
many powers-that-be that absolutely do not want this information to be widely 
accepted in the general populace at the current time. The magnitude of the 
disinformation campaign has been escalating ever since the Roswell UFO crash, and it 
certainly continues to this day. 
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Friends, it was foolish of me to think that we at The Farsight Institute could hope to 
combat an entrenched and continuing disinformation campaign on the basis of 
physical evidence. Physical evidence has never been the problem; the problem has 
always been that people are too willing to disregard almost any evidence based on 
nearly any contrary argument. In our case, an image nearly identical to our own was 
found in record time on a prominent university's Web site. 

W hat should we do? Many of you may think that we should continue to combat this 
on the physical level. You may think that we should try to prove that our image came 
from ftlm, and that this image was taken from a telescope, not another Web site. But 
friends, while all these facts are true, any effort to "prove" this would not succeed. We 

know that we have never deceived or lied to the public. But we need to be very 

careful in how we respond to what has happened to us. If we try to respond on the 

level of only physical evidence, we will be crushed, not because we are wrong, but 
because we do not have the resources to win such a battle compared with those who 
attack us. The attacks would continue, and they would get worse in unexpected ways. 
It simply is not possible for us to fight our fight on that level. 

We now want everyone to realize that we erred by fighting, even momentarily, on the 
level of the display of physical evidence. We are sorry for having done this. We 
apologize to those who have supported us for having strayed from our mission. But in 
the end, we want to emphasize to all of you how inconsequential all of this is in the 

larger picture of things. 

At the current time, everyone is focusing on the photo, a photo that was never used by 
us for remote viewing targeting. This misses the point of all that we do and is 

ultimately not important. We need to remind everyone that our job at The Farsight 

Institute is to demonstrate scientifically to all of us that we humans are more than our 

physical bodies, and that life exists on both the physical and subspace (nonphysical) 
realms. Focusing on the photo plays right into the hands of those who want to hinder 
widespread acknowledgment of our current condition, as well as our current potential 
as a species living in a galaxy that is literally full of life. 

We all need to move to a higher level of awareness. We all need to act from within 
that higher level. In order for us to be successful, we simply cannot continue to act 
solely on the lower level of physical manifestation. Indeed, if the extraterrestrials 
wanted to force the issue of humanity accepting the existence of extraterrestrial life, 
they .could simply move one of their large ships into an Earth orbit and leave it there. 
The reality is that they are using this cat and mouse, appearance and disappearance 
game to help us move to that higher level of awareness ourselves, without the need 
for such psychological force. 
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Many people think that they know what they themselves need with regard to scientific 
evidence that we live not alone in our universe. But again, the absence of such proof 

has never been the problem, and thus, the perceived need is simply incorrect. In our 
view, what people really need is the truth about who we are as humans. People need 

to know about the new scientific understanding of our composite nature (two things 
put together, soul and body). Finally, people need to know that The Farsight Institute 
is dedicated to researching and teaching about our essential nature on the level of 
explorations into consciousness. 

One day, the disinformation campaigns that reside on the physical level will cease. 
The attacks will come to an end, and we will all realize that these very attacks were a 

deep psychological response to the sense of change that is upon us. Indeed. these 
attacks reveal a profound level of stress in the collective consciousness of our human 

society. 

We are at a turning point in our human evolution. We must all realize that no one 

should ever expect our efforts at The Farsight Institute to devolve to the level of a 
detective agency that seeks and presents only physical evidence. We collect and 
present data obtained using scientific remote viewing protocols. We demand great 
accuracy of ourselves. We seek to demonstrate and continually improve our work. It 
is my view that the entire world will soon look objectively at what we do. Finally. one 

day nearly everyone will recognize that the great debate as to who we are and why we 
exist has been significantly resolved. This, indeed, is our mission. 

A carpenter uses chisels and hammers. A plumber uses wrenches and torches. 
Cameras and telescopes are also good tools, but they are not our tools. Our tools that 

we use to accomplish our mission are the tools of consciousness. It was my mistake 
that we strayed from the use of solely these tools. I will not make that mistake again. 
The stakes are high for all of humanity. We simply cannot fail in this effort to raise 
our own awareness of who we are. Never ask more than that we use our tools well. 
And we will never ask less of ourselves. 

Sincerely, 

Courtney Brown, Ph.D. 
President, The Farsight Institute 

Note: This message can be copied and distributed freely without further permission. 
as long as it is copied and distributed in full without alteration. 
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Crop Circle Survey 

Windmill Hill Crop Formation 
Surveyed by Paul Vlgay on Wed 31st July 1996 

OS: SU41&41708 

Scale d141gram (created with the aid of rThoth computer turveylng toftware) 
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Readings were taken in the centre of the middle circle. The average readings obtained were around 

400MHz, with an occasional 'blip' at 450-480MHz. However, there seemed to be a frequency differential 
linear to the height from the ground. 

At ground height, 700MHz was the average reading, whilst at waist height the readings were approx. 
350MHz, lowering to around 150MHz at a height of2m from the ground. 
Further readings were taken at various locations outside the formation. At the edge of the field a reading of 
550MHz at the ground and 250MHz at 2m above ground was detected. This gives a smaller bracket of 

values than inside the formation. 

No significant electro-static anomalies were detected. Further measurements available on request. 
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Quite often I get drawn into 
arguments with sceptics on the 
Internet. Although no hoaxer has yet 
to come up with any evidence to 
support their claims, I continue to 
grill them for more information. The 
following article was written in 
response to a sceptic claiming that 
ALL crop circles were hoaxed -
because they saw one made on the TV. 

All it needs is a SINGLE circle that we 

can't explain to make it a valid subject 

for research. Summing up all the 

evidence so far, including my own 
research, I believe there are far more 
than a single circle which may be 
genuine. 

So far I have never seen a convincing 
hoax made on TV. It's funny, but I've 

been to several excellent quality 
formations in the field which I've 

believed to be hoaxed, but whenever 

hoaxers appear on TV their abilities 
always seem to go down dramatically. 
Perhaps they are just no good at 

performing in front of a camera. The 
best hoax I have seen filmed was the one 
for Arthur C.Clarke in 1994 (a sort of 
petalled flower arrangement). However, 
when we visited the actual site to 

interview the farmer, it was simply not 
the quality we've seen from 'the genuine 

thing'. Either that, or this particular 
group of hoaxers were no good. 

Another thing which interested us was 
that the farmer told us that it took three/ 
four (can't remember exactly) hoaxers 
four hours to make it in broad daylight
plus they could drive their car containing 
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rollers etc to only ten yards from the 
formation (there was a track going from 
the farmyard along the side of the field). 

Without the farmers permission it would 
have been near impossible to reach the 
field without being seen. 

Also, the farmer told us an interesting 

story in that until they made the hoax he 

believed that all circles were hoaxed. 

However, their hoax made him believe 
in a genuine phenomenon.... He had 

previously had a formation a couple of 

years previously and dismissed it as a 
hoax. 

However, the first thing he noticed when 
the hoaxers made the recent one was that 
immediately they finished, there were 
flocks of birds coming to eat the released 
seeds. It was then that he remembered 

that NO BIRDS visited the previous 

formation at all. With hindsight he 

realised how unusual that no birds/ 

animals or anything visited the previous 
one. He said that this event convinced 
him of a genuine phenomenon. 

One example of hoaxing having a 
counter effect on people. At times they 
are helpful as a control experiment. 
However, it's the malicious hoaxers 

trying to simply muddy the research that 

dismays me. Surely they have better 
things to do. If they believe it to be a 

false science, why do they muddy the 

subject. W hy no allow decent. verified 

research to go on? 

I think the problem hoaxers have IS the 
genuine phenomenon. Because no one 
can predict the genuine events, hoaxers 
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HAVE to keep on making formations 
because they fear that the genuine 
phenomena will continue - unless they 
simply say that they've given up and that 
some other hoaxer is copying them. In 
which case, how come each new set of 
hoaxers seem to 'know' previous 
research, so as to try and foo I 
researchers into seeing a fake which 'fits' 
their theory. Obviously some hoaxers go 
to conferences and talks so know 
roughly what research is going on. 

However, for new groups to emerge on 
the scene, they would have to have been 
going to conferences or reading up on 
research for several years to know all the 
things we research, in order for their 
fake to appear real. 

If hoaxers go to all this trouble, it strikes 
me as bordering on paranoia, but 
why???? There is a whole psychology of 
hoaxers at work here. I am also studying 
this - by carefully allowing hoaxers 
access to snippets of false research, I can 
monitor which groups of hoaxers try to 
fool my 'false' research by fitting their 
creations to it. 

Unfortunately, unless we also study the 
hoaxers in detail we may not be able to 

Coming soon to Enigma .... 

continue the scientific study of genuine 
formations. To this end, I will continue 
investigating both the hoaxer and the 
genuine phenomena. Only when we 
eliminate the false science can we 
concentrate on the real science. 

I believe there is a genuine phenomena. 
Part of this comes from rational, 
scientific research I have been carrying 
out over the past six years, the other part 
comes from a deep feeling of spirituality 
you obtain from the subject. It's difficult 
to defme exactly, but I find that without 
the two halves you can become 
unbalanced in your overall view of the 
subject. 

In my profession I'm a computer 
programmer and consultant. My hobbies 
are the paranormal. One logical and 
exact, the other mysterious and 
imprecise. I find that together they tend 
to keep me rational and questing for 
answers. 

I feel that research will continue long 
after the hoaxers have abandoned their 
tools and returned to their 'normal life'. 

PV (20th March 1996) 

HAA.R.P.- What really is this secret government project? 

Earth Energies and the Global Grid- we examine the evidence and research. 

The Physics of UFO's- Parallel Dimensions, Universes and Free Energy 

Awakening to Zero Point- Is there really a New Age coming, and can we detect it? 
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D I\ICTICF.S3 
What is a D Notice? I hear you say. 
Well, a D Notice is something that the 
UK Ministry of Defence can issue in 
order to prevent magazine and 
newspaper editors from publishing 
anything which could be construed as a 
threat to the security of the Nation. 

No Reform 
D Notices were fust used in 19 2 2  and 
have been used ever since, with little or 
no reform. Even the secrecy act of 1989 

failed to overturn their power, even in 
the case of 'in the name of public 

interest'. 

Black Triangles 
Just recently there have been many 
rumours circulating regarding numerous 
sightings of 'Black Triangles' over the 
United Kingdom. There is allegedly a D 
Notice in place now to stop the reporting 
of the 'UFOs', reportedly claiming that 
they are part of the UK Stealth project. 

D Notices in Action 
In effect D Notices have become a 
convenient way of censoring the press, 
yet trying to maintain the guise of a 'free 

press'. Sometimes you can even see aD 
Notice working. For example, how many 
times have you heard a news story on 
the early morning news, only to find it 
missing from later bulletins? Editors 
sometimes run a story, only to find a D 
Notice slapped on it and then it fails to 
make further news - just when your 
interest has been aroused and you are 
keeping an eye, or ear, out for it. 
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No Hiding Places 
Because the United Kingdom is a 

relatively small country. the MOD has 
not got as many hiding places for testing 
secret projects as the US has. This is 
why certain places suddenly become 'off 
limits' for no apparent reason. 

Off Limits to the Public 
For example, one of the UK's main test 
centres for secret projects is Boscombe 

Down in Wiltshire. There are regular 'No 
Photography' signs posted along the 
perimeter and guards regularly patrol. 
although they generally turn a blind eye 
to watchers. However. a few years ago 
there was a mystery crash near the base 
and, immediately, there was a 'no go' 

zone around the area and spotters were 
threatened with legal action if they didn't 
leave the area immediately. The resulting 
road closure left rush hour traffic in 
chaos whilst MOD police cordoned off 
the area. 

Keeping Secrets Secret! 
It seems that the UK Govenm1ent ts 

much better at keeping it's secrets than 
the US Government, who seem to be 
regularly in the news accused of some 
coverup or another. Apparently there is a 
large fine and/or imprisonment for 
ignoring a D Notice, even though it is 
not a legally binding document. 
However, to my notice no one has ever 
been convicted of breaking a D Noti ce . 

There again, we wouldn't know what has 
aD Notice on it or not, as if it does. it's 
highly likely that we won't know about it 
in the first place. Conversely. if an event 
doesn't have aD Notice on it, you can be 
pretty sure it's old news to the 'Powers 
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that be' and therefore not a security 
ISSUe. 

Watch Me! 
Right ! Now that I've described what a D 
Notice is, I'm now going to describe 
some things which allegedly come under 
a D Notice - so if I suddenly disappear 
without warning you know why. 

UFOs and Stealth 
For a start, the British public repeatedly 

report various 'Black Triangles' around 
the country. some dangerously near 
build-up areas or commercial airports. If 
this . as some people claim, is part of the 
UK Stealth project I would say it is 
certainly a matter of public concern that 
so many 'test' flights are near built-up 
areas . How long will it be before there is 
a serious crash or collision with a 
commercial flight? If these really are 
secret MOD projects ? 

UFO Spotting 
One . of the most common reports is of 
some kind of triangular craft around 30ft 
long . Members of the public have 
spot ted one of these are Warton (British 
Aerospace), Lancashire, Norfolk and the 
West Wales coast - amongst other places. 
According to rumour, this could possibly 
be a prototype UAV ( Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicle), codenamed HALO which can 
perform up to 9G (nine times normal 
gravity) turns. 

S imilar objects have also been seen by 
numerous people in the Meols Cop, 
Banks and Hesketh Bank areas of 
Southport. Test flights are usually 
accompanied by a Tornado Jet with the 
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call sign "Tarnish 3".  Another place to 
watch is Boscombe Down, where similar 
sightings have been reported. 

It is also claimed that a D Notice has 
been served on the BBC warning it not 
to report on Britain's Stealth project. 

Covert Military Proj ects? 
So. What do we make of these sightings ? 
Are they merely rumours, UFO's or part 
of a secret Stealth project being carried 
out by the MOD? There seem to be too 

many reports from ordinary members of 
the public for everyone to be mistaken. 
They could be UFO 's (as they are 
obviously flying and are so far, 
unidentified), but on occasions they have 
been seen accompanied or flying in 
formation with RAF Tornado fighters. 
This implies that the Government 
certainly know what they are, which 

tends to strengthen the argument that 
they are indeed part of some covert 
military project. 

Accidents waiting to happen! 
From researching the various claims, it 
would appear that, if this is the case, the 
UK's Stealth project is in advance of the 
US one - which would give a good 
excuse for the tight security. However, 
why test these craft in full visibility of 
the public, or near busy airports, where 

an accident is waiting to happen. 

For up to date information, sightings and 
theories, Enigma readers can be sure of 
getting all information available. If I get 
a D Notice served on me, you can read 
about it here. Also, if you think you've 
seen a 'flying triangle' which you cannot 

explain, please get in touch with me as I 
am trying to build up a database of areas 
where the craft have been reported. 

PV (l Oth Jan 1997) 

Talking of go vernment coverups , 
conspiracies and suchlike, Adam Whaley 

of the West Wales UFO Group kindly 
supplied the following theory as to what 

is currently going on in the world. It 
certainly got lots of interest and raised a 

few eyebrows when released on to the 
Internet, so I 'm now reproducing it here, 

with Adam's permission, for the benefit 
of Enigma readers. 
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To my knowledge, no one has yet linked 

together the following three conspiracy 

theories. I'm going to stick my neck out 
and use them to construct a fourth whilst 
throwing in a handful of others for 
possible correlation also. Here goes .... 

Conspiracy Assumption 1. 
Human/ Alien Genetic Hybrids 

That as a result of genetic manipulation 
of our pre-historic ancestors by an alien 
race or races, mankind has been raised to 
a sentient species. However, perhaps due 
to a fundamental flaw in the 
'experiment', our inherent gene for 
selfishness has continuously eclipsed our 
newly acquired intel ligence. Perhaps thi s  
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flaw was intentional , perhaps not. but 
that' s another post for another day. Our 
intelligence has started a chain reaction 
of need verses desire because we cannot 
shrug off the basic e volutio nary 
principle of survival of the fitte st . 
Without our intelligence we woul d be 

quite happy on the le vel o f  hunter

gatherer. Maybe we should never have 

come down from t he tree s in the fir st 

place ! 

If the initial evolutionary pat hway for all 

replicating organisms had taken  t he 
Altruistic (as oppose d to the Sel fish) 
route we wouldn't be in the me ss that we 
are in today. It woul dn't feel much like 
being human because we woul d be 
falling over ourselves trying to do each 
other favours instead of t rying to profit . I 
could get into a convolute d debate over 
semantics but it could be argue d that 
'altruism' is, in itself , a contradictio n in 
te rms. Think about t he motive s  

underlying altruistic behaviour and you 
will get the pic ture. 

We take our competitive streak for 

granted but if instead , there e xi ste d an 
alternative inherent desire in our makeup 
to confer greater well-being in our 
fellow man (and woman) to the expe nse 

of ourselves, it woul d t here fore follow 
that there could not be a ny war s ,  

violence, nor any wanton destruction o f  
our environment as  any detrimental 
action done to others woul d have a direct 
an d in direct reciprocal beari ng on the 
well-being of the self. I can't help  but be 
reminded of the saying by that famou s 
alien hybrid - "do unto ot hers as you 

woul d have done unto thee " .  That 's only 
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half way there to my mind, he should 
have said do MORE unto others etc ... 

Conspiracy Assumption 2. 
Eco-Apocalypse 

That our faulty in-built competitive 
nature has meant that we have steadily 
and insidiously increased the threshold 
of our acceptable satisfaction and now 
come to expect a standard of living that 
can no longer be ecologically sustained. 
The largesse of mankind has now 
brought the world to the edge of the 
abyss. The human race, and with it a 
great many animal and plant species, is 
already on an unavoidable course 
towards extinction in the relatively near 
future. The world's carrying capacity has 
been exceeded and the question of 
whether we will survive is not so much 
if, but when. Once criticality is reached 
it will only be a matter of time for a 
single event to lead to a collapse of the 
whole house of cards. Sooner or later 
there will be a rapid breakdown 
somewhere in the food chain leading to 
total economic and social collapse. 

Conspiracy Assumption 3. 
New World Order 

That the conventional New World Order 
theory is indeed a reality and that their 
plans for a one world government, one 
world army, one world currency and a 
global micro-chipped population linked 
to a central computer are actually true. 

Synthesis 
Linking the above three conspiracies 
creates an interesting picture. Given that 
the illuminati/elite have been fully aware 
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of the impending ecological doomsday 
scenario for some time it would follow 
that a severe damage limitation exercise 
would need to be urgently implemented 
to avoid the otherwise apocalyptic 
inevitability. 

Further, given the assumptions as stated 
above, there would be no option but to 
drastically and severely decrease the size 
of the world's population to more 
manageable and sustainable levels. A 
selective cull would be required. The 
conventional method of weeding-out the 
population - warfare - would these days 
exact too heavy a toll as it would now be 
far too devastating given today's 
weapons of mass destruction. 
'Conventional' warfare would be far too 
slow and would not keep pace with the 
rapid rate of ecological decay anyway. 
The other previously used method of 
population control - economic recession 
- would be even slower and notably 
unwieldy on a practical level given the 
extreme instability of the progressive 
ecological decline. Other tried and failed 
methods such as biological and chemical 
warfare have proved unpredictable and 
would probably affect the food chain on 
a long-term basis leaving little of value 
for any humans left alive. 

Solution 
To exact a severe reduction of the 
population without undue property 
damage, ecological damage or excessive 
psychological aftershock, the illuminati/ 
elite would need to engineer a perceived 
threat from a perceived enemy. The 
perceived antagonist would need to 
provide a credible means and a credible 

motive. Such an enemy could be an 
Alien Invader. The invader would exact 
a brief and intense annihilation of a 
sizeable proportion of our population. 
Some kind of death ray projected from 
an 'orbiting alien craft' would be most 
effective. It would be trained on our 
more populated cities with any organic 
life being vaporised to avoid the 
tiresome mopping up afterwards. For 
added convenience, only organic life 
would be destroyed leaving lots of 
goodies and lots of property and lots of 
space (and lots of potential profit from 
getting the whole machine going again). 

Before, during and after any such 
conflict the placement of the New World 
Order aspirations would have to be, not 
only acceptable to the populace at large 
but, actively demanded. Of course, the 
whole conflict would be blamed on the 
nasty aliens who could, once the jobs 
completed, either back off or be seen to 
be zapped by the heroes of the hour -
guess who! Everyone will be pleading 
for protection for this not to happen 
again, Don't forget - "when you've got 
someone by the balls, their hearts and 
minds will follow". 

Implementation 
1l1e prelude to such a revelation of a 
perceived alien enemy could be 
amplified by engineering an increasing 
series of UFO sightings. These could be 
achieved by the use of sophisticated 
satellite based holographic imaging 
techniques. The flight patterns of erratic 
movement would be as easy as waving a 
torch beam. Using interference 
frequencies, it would even be possible to 
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induce UFO radar tracks not dissimilar 
to actual physical objects. 'Alien 
Abductions' would be created using 
covert microwave induced mind control 
programming. An ever-evolving series 
of increasingly complicated Crop Circles 
could also be easily constructed from 
orbiting satellites using microwave-type 
lasers. 

Manipulation 
By carefully orchestrating the 
dissemination of disinformation leading 
to a revelation that "Aliens Actually 
Exist" ,  the governments would simply 
explain that they have been trying to 
evaluate the problem whilst protecting 
and insulating the people from potentia l 
panic. Meanwhile, we would be 
gradually softened up prior to such an 
revelation. When the time is right. an 
announcement would be made stating 
that aliens are real and that they are a 
potential threat. This would fol low a 

series of minor revelations such as ' life 
on Mars' , 'water on the moon'. pyramid/ 
sphinx 'impossibilities',  increasingly 
plausible SETI signals (what other use 
would it have been?), and wait for it.. .. 
human genetic 'anomalies'. You would 
also expect to see a plethora of block 
buster cinema films. shelves fu l l  of 
magazines, dozens of new books every 
week and wall to wall E.T.-T.V. 

Funding 
To effect a doomsday annihilation. 
sophisticated weaponry would be 
required. This would have to be 
constructed and sited over a period of 
time having been financed using pub l ic  
and black budget funds under the guise 
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of a 'Starwars' programme. This in turn 
would have been s et up in res ponse to a 
manufactured Cold War between 
s uperpowers which in turn would have 
been conveniently engineered to 
maximis e reliance on the global arms 
indus try. Once the necessary weapons 
s ys tems were in place, the Cold War 
would be wound down to allow the 
openi ng up of a now-lucrative virgin 
trade conduit. Criticis m would be made 
of the was te of money but no attempt 
would be made to dis mantle known 
s ystems with s uch arguments as " no 
point in wasting more money, let it rot 
up there". Amateur astronomers would 
be giving strange reports of ' missing' 
s atellites but these would be explained 
away as 'burn-outs'. 

Motives 
Few people can understand the minds of 
thos e in the upper echelons of the 
illuminati. Power is a powerfu l drug. 
Power corrupts and absolute power 
corrupts absolutely. G am es Theoris ts 
and Evolutionary Psychologists are fond 
of using sta ndard evolutionary 
cons tructs to model programs that 
emulate our s ociety. 'Cheat' genes (and I 
use the word 'gene' in an analogous 
s ense) can be s ho wn to infes t a 
po pulation corrupting o ther genes 
( memes if you prefer) which in turn 
corru pt other genes. This inevitably 
l eads to s ys tem crash when available 
raw 

.
materials are exhaus ted. The only 

known stable s trategy in a population 
containing any selfish genes is one of ' tit 
for tat' whereby equilibrium is atta ined 
by a very finely balanced combination of 
altruis m on one hand and the fear of 
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ass ured retaliation should anyone try and 
cheat on the other. However, due to 
natural errors in the program - negative 
mutations , it is only a matter of tim e 
before equilibrium is los t, the cheats 
multiply and the s lippery s lide into 
chaos commences. Sounds familiar? 
That, in a nutshell is what happened. 
There we were a huntin' and a gatherin' , 
everything nicely held in check when 
along came E.T. and gave us s entience 
bad move! 

Due to our defective gene and the 
insidious disproportionate s pread of this 
gene amongs t the more powerful of the 
population, we can witness the rich 
becoming richer, the poor becoming 
poorer, the strong becoming s tronger, 
and the weak becoming weaker. The rich 
and powerfu l will prey on the poor and 
weak in a macabre paras ite/hos t 
relations hip. The hos t does not even 
realis e it is being sucked dry by the 
paras ite but the paras ite knows that it 
cannot s urv ive without the hos t. It would 
not be in the interest of the paras ite to 
inform the hos t of its addiction who is 
allowed the bares t minimum of energy 
necessary for s urvival. 

End Game 
There is unfortunately no way of 
knowing the outcome of our 

·
predicament but it is probably extremely 
interes ting for any aliens watching the 
fi nal climax of their experiment. No 
doubt there are a great many alien 
s pecies gathering for this momentous 
event. Perhaps some wis h to intervene 
like fearful objectors at an illegal dog 
fi ght, some might be des perately trying 

to wake us up with garbled 'channelled' 
mess ages .  I expect that mos t  of them are 
as impass ioned as we are when looking 
at bugs in a tes t tube. How will this 
game end? Will anyone intervene at the 
midnight hour if des truction is otherwis e 
inevitable? Are they hoping we will 
dis cover our own s olution in time? Or 
might they be much more interes ted in 
the ensuing emergence of a new 
civilisation after the crash? 

Blessed are the meek for they s hall 
inherit the earth. 

Do you own research, try and match the 
following correlations and draw your 
own conclusions. Me? - I'm putting 
together a s urvival package. If all this is 
true, there will be three months of s heer 
hell on earth when the s * * t  hits the fan 
so try and be prepared. I'll let you know 
the details of my s urv ival s trategy in 

What is a crop circle? 

A crop circle is a work of poetry . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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another pos t, meanwhile - keep watching 
the skies (and the news). 

Crop Circles (messages - pull the other 

one) 

1WA800 (just testing) 

Flying Triangles (super stealth decoy) 

Nick Pope and the Official Secrets Act 

(not) 

Rockefeller funding of UFO research and 

govt petitioner (oh yeah) 

Marconi Scientists mysterious 'suicides ' 

(what were they working on) 

Project Haarp (global array for the final 

solution) 

Alien Abductions (where 's the real 

evidence) 

AIDS and other 'emergent' diseases (nice 

try but too risky) 
etc etc etc . . . . . . . .  

Last  one out turn off the light. must  go. 

running out of time, 
Adam \V 

A poem of Life, written in life, written of Life, written for life and probably by life. 

A poem of gentleness causing no harm to it's medium, k lndly bending the grasses while 
allowing the life to remain ln the grains. 

A poem of exquisite beauty, with form that weaves the supremely simple marvellously 
toge ther with the extremely complex. 

A poem of awe and inspiration, freeing us from our paradigms of hardened preconcep tions 

while recovering our softened wonder of innocent curiosity. 

And most of all a poem of hope, melting the frozen symmetries of our Lives bonded in 
mortal closure by recovering the liquid melodies of the truth of something greater. 
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Harassment Followup 

Since I published the photograph, taken 
by Ke rry Blowe r, of the dangerously 
low:.flying helicopte r i n  the Alton Bame s 
are a  of Wi ltshire (see Enigma 7) I have 
received nume rous letters and emails 
from various people offering 
i de ntification and i nformation regarding 
the helicopter in que stion. 

The he licopter has bee n  identified as an 
Ae rospatiale SA 34 1/342 "Gazelle" 
military helicopte r (Jane's Helicopter  
Markets and Systems, 1996 edi tion). 

The re are several versions which are 
built for the British, French, and Kuwait 
military forces. The se are: 

1)  British A rmy version SA 34 1 B  
2) Briti sh Nav y  SA 34 1C 

/3) Royal Air Force SA 34 10 and SA 
34 1E 

4)  French A rm y  version SA 34 1 F,L 1 ,M 
5) French Civil ve rsion SA 34 1 G 
6) Mil itary Export ve rsion SA 34 1 H,J,L 
Editorial continued . . . .  

7)  SA 34 1 K  Military ve rsion supplied to 
Kuwait 

This helicopte r has bee n  in production 
since 1968 and 1 ,254 have been 
de livere d to customers. 

Although the re was a civilian mode l 
built, the helicopte r causing the 
harassme nt at Alton Barnes was almost 
certainl y  the military version, not least 
be cause of i t's camouflage markings and 
amount of hi-tech equipment on board, 
but also because of a te l l- tale sign of a 
small black box above the canopy. Thi s  
is probably one of the different aiming 
me chani sms (perhaps even laser  
rangefinder) for air launche d anti-tank 
mi ssiles, which may be fitted to the 
he licopter. 

Kee p your comme nts coming in and I 
will report in futu re i ssue s if I receive 
any more up to date i nformation. 

Lastly, you may have noticed that the cover price of this issue has gone up to £2.00. 
Unfortunately I have had to do this to cover increased printing and postage costs. However, 
subscribers still only pay £8.00 per year, so get an even bigger bargain. I will keep the price to 
subscribers at this rate, in the hopes that casual readers may decide to subscribe,  in which case I 
can better predict the print run and budget for selling a particular number. Please show Enigma 
to your friends and lets share information to make Enigma the best small circulation magazine 
around. As I am a dedicated researcher, you can be sure that the information I share with you 
will be bang up to date and thoroughly researched. 

Observant readers may have also noticed that a new magazine by the name of . . . .  "Enigma" has 
recently hit the news stands. This actually has no connection with The Independent Research 
Centre for Unexplained Phenomena, but is none the less an excellent magazine and well worth 
a read. In fact, I recently wrote to Brian Clarke, the editor, to a) point out the existence of this 
Enigma and b) to congratulate him on a well researched magazine. He obviously has similar 
interests to myself, which are reflected in the content of the magazine . 

Until issue 1 3 , may I wish you well nnd keep your eyes on the sky. 
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•• peck\{ Ot;cR ro Ctubl 
Enigma Is now with quantity 

unt for to atock it, 
who wlah to savings onto lhelr 

members, or raise funds for their local 
fPOUp. 

N you buy n or more cop/tM of a lng/e 
ue, the prloe Is just £1.20 per Issue. 

This ffiPI'8SfJfl saving of SOp per 18sue 
and can a £8.00 profit for your club, or 
altemallwl/y, ptOvlde your members with 
a (JOOd batpaln. 

To take advanlage of "* offer mply 
otrJer ten (or m018) from the 
.. ,.. � encloMng a cheque for 

televant amount. 

SUbscriptiOn Details l 

The Independent Research Centre 
for Unexplained Phenomena now 
offer a complete catalogue of 
UFO, Crop Circle, Mars Face, 
Ancient Technology, Government 
Cover-ups and OSIOCiated subjects 
databale. Thil currently consists of 
over 2000 documents. 

A complete, up-to-date Index of al 
documents Is now avaRable for 
only SS.a:J. 
Individual documenb can then be 
ordered for varying pt1c 
(depending upon the length, ot 
20p per A4 page +  pollage) 
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